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Mr. Dogemiyagi, one of the greatest teachers in 
the metaverse served not only as a cool martial 
arts mentor to the Doge (Karate Dog), but a 
golden star with deep philosophical knowledge 
of life. 

You might not know but he has fought in many 
battles, many great wars, including the war on 
cryptocurrencies alongside Satoshi Nakamoto. 
But that’s not even the best part. Mr. 
DogeMiyagi has earned the prestigious “Medal 
of Blockchain” award, along with spending 
time creating a vast collection of NFTs. Which 
makes things a lot more interesting. 

Mr. DogeMiyagi is extremely passionate about 
Mr. Miyagi from the film - Karate Kid. A 
collection of his most cherished moments has 
been assembled into a mini collage.

Unsurprisingly. 
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In the midst of the chilling crypto winters, Mr. DogeMiyagi faced the bleakest 
moments of his existence. The haunting echo of losses reverberated through 
his memory, a relentless reminder of the trials that he and many others had 
endured. Yet, like a phoenix rising from the ashes, he has re-emerged with 
newfound strength, determined to triumph over adversity. Through the power 
of his latest $MIYAGI tokens, he stands poised and unyielding, a testament to 
his unwavering resilience. 

The DogeMiyagi ($MIYAGI) token would empower building a vibrant 
community laid on the foundation of the epicenter values of Mr. DogeMiyagi 
and his ferocious life experiences.

A community where likeminded people can support each other, share the life 
lessons of Mr. Dogemiyagi, support each other on their accomplishments, 
exchange DogeMiyagi NFTs, discuss cryptocurrency, and create hilarious 
memes is no longer a thing of dreams! 

The DogeMiyagi token ($MIYAGI) will function as the central principle of 
everything happening within the DogeMiyagi ecosystem. 

This includes fulfilling the role of a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency, executing 
cross-border payments, buying DogeMiyagi NFTs, governing the network, and 
plenty more. 

In addition to diverse token utilities and real meme potential, what makes the 
DogeMiyagi token more intriguing is the underlying blockchain engineering. 

But a “REALITY“ you will experience soon in 
the DogeMiyagi universe 

However, life is not all about 
rainbows and sunshine. 
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in the middle. This will be observed by renouncing the ownership after the 
token launch and systematically evolving the project into a fully-fledged 
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). 

Mr. DogeMiyagi has chosen the Ethereum Blockchain to build this initiative 
because it is super popular, super green, and super extensive.

Our strong stance on Decentralization and Security comes from the following 
quote from Mr. Dogemiyagi: 

“Either you karate do 
“yes” or karate do “no.” 
You karate do “guess 
so,” (get squished) just 
like grapes.” 

What“s more in the bucket?
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DogeMiyagi is a fusion of the life principles of Mr. Dogemiyagi. This 
combines the entertainment of meme culture, and sophisticated token utility. 
A combination of these powerful elements will shoot the $MIYAGI token 
beyond Marsto new heights. We believe that Mr.DogeMiyagi is on  to a 
project that the cryptocurrency world needs!

To ensure that this fusion crosses all the planets in the Galaxy, we have laid 
down some strong foundation principles for the $MIYAGI token. 

Doge, (aka Karate Dog) was constantly worried about not pushing himself 
enough, but Mr. DogeMiyagi would always remind him that he needs to build 
patience and first learn the philosophy behind martial arts, as opposed to 
simply learning to punch and kick well.

While designing the DogeMiyagi token, he knew that the meme token is part 
of a crowded ecosystem. To stand out, he needed to understand the true 
dynamics of cryptocurrency and meme culture first. Not just to try and push 
out another meme token. 

At the heart of the strategy lies an unwavering commitment to prioritizing 
Quality over Quantity. Mr.DogeMiyagi believes that this refined and 
methodical approach will empower both $MIYAGI token holders and NFT 
owners to flourish at an accelerated pace. By laying a solid foundation 
centered on quality, the aim is to create an environment that fosters rapid 
and sustainable growth for community members. 

1 -  Quality Over Quantity

“You Trust The Quality Of What You Know, 
Not Quantity.” 
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Youthful exuberance often breeds impatience, a trait that was 
evident in Doge (the Karate Dog). Eager to confront his tormentors, 
he displayed an insatiable desire to master formidable karate 
techniques during his training sessions, rather than treading the 
steady path to success.

This mirrors the Web 3.0 landscape, where countless projects 
pledge grandiose outcomes, endeavoring to deliver them 
immediately after launch or within mere months. Such lofty 
ambitions foster a high-pressure atmosphere, eroding the trust of 
users.

Nevertheless, Mr. DogeMiyagi has meticulously crafted a tactical 
roadmap delineating the development plans over time. Resisting the 
temptation to over-promise and deliver everything instantaneously, 
he champions a measured approach — laying the foundation one 
brick at a time, steadily paving the way to greatness!

2 - First Learn Then Fly

“First Learn Stand, Then Learn Fly. Nature 
Rule, Daniel-san, Not Mine.” 
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Ambition never works alone. It needs knowledge on the backseat. 
Knowledge without ambition is like a boat on dry land. Mr. 
DogeMiyagi is all about converting ambitions into reality. 

Just imagine- could you have won the school president election if 
you didn’t have the know-how on how to connect to the student 
and your constituents? 

Could you have topped the championship if you didn’t have the 
fundamental knowledge of the game? No. You should let your 
knowledge–the practical application of your vision–set sail toward 
your objectives. As simple as that.

The same ideology has been adopted for DogeMiyagi. We intend 
to deliver the results by slowly working towards high ambitions 
and by collecting the knowledge, data, and experiences so that 
the goals are easily transitioned to reality. 

3 -  Ambition & Knowledge

“Ambition Without Knowledge Is Like A 
Boat on Dry Land.” 

We plan to get rooted, keep nurturing our 
knowledge, and grow from there.
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In a moment of profound wisdom, Mr. DogeMiyagi imparted to 
Doge the importance of mingling with other audacious young 
companions, forging connections, honing social skills, and 
reveling in shared experiences.

In the realm of cryptocurrency, Mr. DogeMiyagi likens these 
“intrepid young souls” to the “community members” who present 
us with the most formidable challenges. By doing so, they grant 
us invaluable opportunities to delve deeper into their priorities 
and aspirations.

Gaining insight into the expectations of our community members 
empowers Mr. DogeMiyagi to unveil a myriad of captivating 
initiatives and programs. By doing so, he aims to enrich our 
community members, enabling them to indulge in boundless 
enjoyment and reap significant returns on investment, simply by 
being an integral part of the ecosystem.

4 -  Have Some Fun

“To make honey, young bee need young 
flower, not old prune.” 
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Ethereum stands as a pillar of reliability, having withstood 
the test of time through years of operation and billions in 
value exchanging hands. As one of the largest programmable 
blockchains, it boasts a vast and dedicated global community.

An immense web 3.0 development collective tirelessly works to 
refine the Ethereum network, ensuring the seamless operation of 
the myriad smart contracts and decentralized applications built 
upon it.

Etherscan data reveals that, as of January 14, 2023, the 
Ethereum blockchain encompasses over 219 million distinct 
addresses, with a daily increase of 77,652. This expansive 
community size exposes $MIYAGI token holders to a flourishing 
and diverse ecosystem, teeming with growth and potential.

Out of all the blockchain kingdoms out there in the wild, why did 
Master DogeMiyagi decide to build on Ethereum? What makes 
it so unique and how can it help the $MIYAGI token holders? It 
is because Ethereum is super popular, super green, and super 
extensive.

1 -   Super Extensive
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Ethereum’s status as a programmable blockchain, offering 
a software network that enables the creation of novel tools, 
apps, DeFi, smart contracts and NFTs, sets it apart from its 
contemporaries and cements its widespread popularity.

This groundbreaking protocol houses an impressive array of 
top-tier Dapps, including, but not limited to, OpenSea, Uniswap, 
Manifold and MetaMask. Furthermore, CoinMarketCap highlights 
Ethereum’s staggering $10 billion daily trading volume, attesting 
to its esteemed reputation within the enterprise business sphere.

A recent Etherscan report, published in December 2022, unveiled 
that Ethereum processes over 1 million daily transactions. This 
staggering figure underscores the immense influence Ethereum 
has managed to wield within the blockchain landscape.

2 -   Super Popular
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Ethereum blockchain is green because it employs a proof-of-
stake consensus mechanism in which the cost of participation is 
determined by the economic cost of staking coins instead of the 
computing cost of solving mathematical puzzles as in proof-of-
work consensus. 

As a result, the consensus method consumes less energy, making 
the system more environmentally friendly. The proof-of-stake 
algorithm used by Ethereum only consumes 0.0026 TWh/yr 
globally.

3 -   Super Green
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Fueled by Uniswap, the Killer Swap Machine is a user-
friendly decentralized exchange service enabling users to 
effortlessly trade the $MIYAGI token with various ERC-20 
tokens and Ethereum. This mechanism facilitates seamless and 
instantaneous token swaps without any interruptions.

All a user must do is specify the desired token pair for trading 
and input the exchange amount. By effortlessly connecting 
decentralized wallets such as MetaMask, users can begin 
utilizing the Killer Swap Machine with ease.

All a user must do is specify the desired token pair for trading 
and input the exchange amount. By effortlessly connecting 
decentralized wallets such as MetaMask, users can begin 
utilizing the Killer Swap Machine with ease.

1 -   Killer Swap Machine

You will be able to configure the 
following settings on the Killer 
Swap Machine: 

Toggle Dark 
Mode

On/Off

Toggle Expert 
Mode

On/Off

Transaction 
Deadline 
(mins)

Specify 
Slippage 
Tolerance

Disable 
Multihops

Default 
Transaction 

Speed
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2 - DogeMiyagi NFTs

Presently, our DogeMiyagi NFT project is undergoing an 
intensive research and development phase. Designed to be 
an elite club for members seeking to delve into the vibrant 
DogeMiyagi ecosystem, martial arts, enticing freebies, nostalgic 
childhood recollections, and an upbeat atmosphere, this project 
promises a truly immersive experience.

Acquiring a DogeMiyagi NFT signifies more than just obtaining 
an avatar; it grants you privileged access to an exclusive domain, 
where the benefits and offerings are poised to continually 
expand and flourish.

In the near future, DogeMiyagi NFTs will be ready for users to 
mint directly from the official DogeMiyagi website, providing a 
seamless gateway to this exclusive world.
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SPECIFICATION DETAIL

Token Name Dogemiyagi

Ticker Symbol $MIYAGI

Contract Type ERC-20

Blockchain Ethereum

Total Supply 96,192,515,112,011.00

Total Burn 96,182,996,300,000.00

Circulating Supply 9,518,812,011.00

1 - $MIYAGI Token Specification

$MIYAGI Token Allocation 

To foster a sense of trust and 
transparency within our community, 
we have decided to lock our Marketing 
Wallet for an entire 12-month duration. 
This demonstrates our commitment 
to the project’s long-term success and 
reassures our community members of 
our dedication.
Once the initial 12-month lock period 
ends, we will release 10% of the wallet’s 
funds each month. This gradual release 
ensures responsible and strategic use 
of marketing resources, enabling us to 

support the project’s ongoing growth 
and development effectively.
From the 13th month onwards, we 
will embark on a 10-month Vesting 
cycle. Throughout this period, 10% of 
the wallet’s remaining balance will 
be unlocked monthly, providing us 
with the necessary funds to execute 
impactful marketing campaigns and 
further boost the project’s visibility and 
reach.
To maintain transparency and allow 
our community members to monitor 

the wallet’s status, we have shared a 
link to Pinksale. This platform grants 
easy access to the wallet’s information, 
empowering our community to stay 
informed and engaged at all times. 
This careful approach to managing 
our Marketing Wallet showcases our 
dedication to building a strong, reliable, 
and successful project for our valued 
community members.
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Team Wallet Lock (2 Years)
Wallet : 0x9F9c3aD913fA6D8A8392c6B352d15eB3055afdc5
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1004455?chain=ETH

Marketing Wallet Lock (1 Year + Vesting %10 Every Month from Month 13)
Wallet : 0x69b7D438Eb83931F43f35A1C00AA77421C71D5b0
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1004456?chain=ETH

Tokens Locked!

$MIYAGI TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
PARTICULAR ALLOCATION $MIYAGI TOKENS

Referral Program 6% 571,128,720.66

Presale 60% 5,711,287,206.60

Exchange & Liquidity 24% 2,284,514,882.64

Marketing (Locked 12 months) 5% 475,940,600.55

Team (Locked 2 Years) 5% 475,940,600.55

Total 100% 9,518,812,011.00

In a heartfelt tribute to the Karate Kid 
movies, Mr. DogeMiyagi has designed 
a unique token burn process that 
mirrors the spirit of the films. The 
presale is divided into eight stages, 
each representing one of the Karate 
Kid movies. Upon the completion of 
each stage, a specific number of tokens 
will be burned, with the burn amounts 

reflecting the official US release 
dates of the movies. As a grand finale 
before the token launch, a significant 
burn will take place, honoring the 
passing of Mr. Miyagi at the age of 86 
years and 5 months. This innovative 
and nostalgic approach to the token 
burn process not only showcases Mr. 
DogeMiyagi’s appreciation for the films 

but also strengthens the connection 
between the project and its underlying 
inspiration.
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Token Burn Stage Total Tokens Incinerated Karate Kid US Release date

DogeMiyagi I Burn 2,206,198,400,000.00 22nd June 1984

DogeMiyagi II Burn 2,006,198,600,000.00 20th June 1986

DogeMiyagi III Burn 3,006,198,900,000.00 30th June 1989

DogeMiyagi IV Burn 1,208,199,400,000.00 12th August 1994

DogeMiyagi V Burn 1,706,201,000,000.00 17th June 2010

Total Stages Burn 10,132,996,300,000.00

Mr. DogeMiyagi’s Death Burn 86,050,000,000,000.00 86 years and 5 months

Total Token Burn 96,182,996,300,000.00

$MIYAGI Token Burn Schedule
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Mr. DogeMiyagi ardently advocates for 
decentralization and peer-to-peer value 
exchange. Bearing this goal in mind, 
the vision from the outset was to evolve 
the DogeMiyagi ecosystem into a DAO.

A DAO, or decentralized autonomous 
organization, is an assembly of 
individuals who collaborate in a fluidly 
structured organization, wherein 
each participant is accountable to the 
others without the need for a central 
authority.

Decision-making typically occurs 
through collective governance, with 
rules and regulations enforced by 
code. Holding $MIYAGI tokens in 
the contract qualifies you as a DAO 
member, granting you the right to vote 
on developmental proposals.

The intent of a DAO is to enhance the 
conventional management framework 
of many organizations. Rather than 
depending on a sole individual or 
a select few to steer the entity’s 

direction, a DAO seeks to empower 
every member with a voice, a vote, and 
the ability to put forth new initiatives.

Mr. Dogemiyagi’s rationale for adopting 
a DAO structure can be summarized in 
the following key points:

In addition to modeling the $MIYAGI into a community-led token, the ownership 
will also be renounced after launch. 

Maximum
Transparency

Increased 
Engagement

 Improved 
Structure

Community 
Involvement

Use of Smart 
Contracts

 Improved 
Trust

No
Shutdown

Decentralization
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Launch DogeMiyagi Website
DogeMiyagi Token Presale 

Release Project Whitepaper 

Listing on CoinMarketCap 
Listing on CoinGecko

Token Listing on Centralized 
Exchanges

Launch DogeMiyagi NFTs
Charity Initiatives

Partnership with Influencers

 Smart Contract Audit 
Launch DogeMiyagi Marketing Plan

Launch on Uniswap

Launch Killer Swap Machine 
Community Betterment Initiatives

Design DogeMiyagi Merch 


